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Abstract
In this article homogeneous fractional differmtegral equations
I $)$ $\varphi_{\gamma}-\varphi\cdot a^{\gamma}(1+\frac{\gamma}{a(z-b)})=0$ , $(a(z-b)\neq 0)$ ,
2 $)$ $\varphi_{\gamma+2}-\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot a-\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot(\frac{a^{2}}{a(z-b)+\gamma})f=0$ , $(a(z-b)+\gamma\neq 0)$ ,
and nonhomogeneous ones
3 $)$ $\varphi_{\gamma+1}-\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{\gamma+1}{z-b}=(\cos z)_{\gamma}((z-b)+\frac{\gamma^{2}+\gamma}{z-b}))$ ’ $((z-b)\neq 0)$ ,
and
4 $)$ $\varphi_{\gamma+2}-\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot\frac{\gamma+2}{\overline{<}^{-b}}+\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}$
$=-( \sin z)_{\gamma}(z-b)-(\cos z)_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}$ , $((z-b)\neq 0)$ ,
are discussed in the field of N- fractional calculus; where
$\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$ , $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ .
Particular solutions are given by
$\varphi=e^{az}(z-b)$
to the equations I) and 2), and
$\varphi=(\sin z)(z-b)$
to the equations 3) and 4), respectively, without the consideration of the
arbitrary constants for integrations.
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\S $0$ . Introduction (Definition of Fractional Calculus)
(I) Definition. (by K. Nishimoto) ([1] Vol. 1)
Let $D=\{D_{-}, D_{+}\},$ $C=\{C_{-}, C_{+}\}$ ,
$C_{-}$ be a curve along the cutjoining two points $z$. $and-\infty+i{\rm Im}(z)$ ,
$C_{+}$ be a curve along the cut joinin$g$ two points $z$ and $\infty+i{\rm Im}(z)$ ,
$D_{-}$ be a domain surrounded by $C_{-}$ , $D_{+}$ be a domain surrounded by $C_{+}$ .
(Here $D$ contains the points over the curve $C$ ).
Moreover, let $f=f(z)$ be a regular function in $D(z\in D)$ ,
$f_{v}=(f)_{v}=_{C}(f)_{v}= \frac{\Gamma(v+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}^{\frac{f(\zeta)}{(\zeta-z)^{v+1}}d\zeta}$ $(v\not\in T)$ , (1)
$(f)_{-m}= \lim_{varrow-m}(f)_{v}$ $(m\in T)$ , (2)
where $-\pi\leq\arg(\zeta-z)\leq\pi$ for $C_{-}$ , $0\leq\arg(\zeta-z)\leq 2\pi$ for $C_{+}$ ,
$\zeta\neq z$ , $z\in C$ , $v\in R$ , $\Gamma$ ; Gamma function,
then $(f)_{v}$ is the fractional differintegration of arbitrary order $v$ (derivatives of
order $v$ for $v>0$ , and integrals of $order-v$ for $v<0$ ), with respect to $z$ , of
the function $f$ , if $|(f)_{v}|<$ oo.
(I I) On the fractional calculus operator $N^{v}[3]$
Theorem A. Let factional calculus operator (Nishimoto‘s Operator) $N^{v}$ be
$N^{v}=( \frac{\Gamma(v+1)}{2\pi i}\int_{C}\frac{d\zeta}{(\zeta-z)^{v+1}})$ $(v\not\in T)$ , [Refer to (1)] (3)
with $N^{-m}= \lim_{varrow-m}N^{\nu}$ $(m\in Z^{+})$ , (4)
and define the binary operation $\circ$ as
$N^{\beta}\circ N^{\alpha}f=N^{\beta}N^{\alpha}f=N^{\beta}(N^{\alpha}f)$ $(\alpha, \beta\in R)$ , (5)
then the set
$\{N^{v}\}=\{N^{v}|v\in R\}$ (6)
\’is an Abelian product group (having continuous index $v$ ) which has the inverse
transfom operator $(N^{v})^{-1}=N^{-v}$ to the fractional calculus operator $N^{v}$ , for the
function $f$ such that $f\in F=\{f;0\neq|f_{v}|<\infty,$ $v\in R\}$ , where $f=f(z)$ and $z\in C$ .
$($ vis. $-\infty<v<\infty)$ .
(For our convenience, we call $N^{\beta}\circ N^{\alpha}$ as product of $N^{\beta}$ and $N^{a}$ . )
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Theorem B. “ F.O.G. $\{N^{v}\}$ “ is an “ Action product group which has continuous
index $v^{\prime r}$ for the set of F. (F.O.G. ; Fractional calculus operator group) [3]
Theorem C. Let
$S:=\{\pm N^{v}\}\cup\{0\}=\{N^{v}\}U\{-N^{v}\}\cup\{0\}$ $(v\in R)$ . (7)
Then the set $S$ is a commutative ring for the $\Gamma \mathcal{U}ncrionf\in F$ , when the $idenr\iota’r\gamma$
$N^{\alpha}+N^{\beta}=N^{\gamma}$ $(N^{\alpha}, N^{\beta}, N^{\gamma}\in S)$ $t8)$
holds. [5]
(III) Lemma. We have [I]
(i) $((z-c)^{b})_{\alpha}=e^{-i\pi\alpha} \frac{\Gamma(\alpha-b)}{\Gamma(-b)}(z-c)^{b-a}$ $(| \frac{\Gamma(\alpha-b)}{\Gamma(-b)}|<\infty)$
$(ii)$ $(\log(z-c))_{\alpha}=-e^{-i_{J}\tau\alpha}\Gamma(\alpha)(z-c)^{-\alpha}$ $(|\Gamma(\alpha)|<\infty)$ ,
$(\tilde{1}ii)$ $((z-c)^{-\alpha})_{-\alpha}=-e^{i\pi\alpha} \frac{1}{\Gamma(\alpha)}\log(z-c)$ $(|\Gamma(\alpha)|<\infty)$ ,
where $\overline{<}^{-}C\neq 0$ for (i) and $\overline{\langle}^{-}C\neq 0,1$ for ( ii), $(iii)$ ,
$(iv)$ $(u \cdot v)_{\alpha}:=\sum_{k=0}^{\infty}\frac{\Gamma(\alpha+1)}{k!\Gamma(\alpha+1-k)}u_{\alpha-k}v_{k}$ $:(_{v=v(z)f}^{u=u(z),)_{1}}\cdot$
\S 1. Production of Fractional Differintegral Equations
Theorem 1. Let
$\varphi=\varphi(z)=e^{az}(z-b)$ $(a(z-b)\neq 0)$ . (1)
We have then the following homogeneous fractional differintegral equations;
(i) $\varphi_{\gamma}-\varphi\cdot a^{\gamma}(1+\frac{\gamma}{a(z-b)}))^{l}=0$ , $(a(z-b)\neq 0)$ , (2)
$(^{Fractional}$ differential equation for $\gamma>0_{1}$
( Fractional integral equation for $\gamma<0$ . )
and
$(ii)$ $\varphi_{\gamma+2}-\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot a-\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\backslash ’(\frac{a^{2}}{a(z-b)+\gamma})=0$ , $(a(z-b)+\gamma\neq 0)$ , (3)
( Fractional differential equation for $\gamma>0$ , )




(Fractional differintegrat equation for–2 $<\gamma<0$ .
apply\’ing N- $facti’onal$ calculus, for $arb\ddagger trar\gamma\gamma$ .
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Proof of (i). Operate N- fractional calculus operator $N^{\gamma}$ to the both sides of





$=a^{\gamma}e^{a_{\overline{4}}}(z-b)+\gamma$ $a^{\gamma-1}e^{az}$ , (7)
by Lemma $(iv)$ .
Therefore, we have
$\varphi_{\gamma}-\varphi\cdot(a^{\gamma}+\frac{\gamma a^{\gamma-1}}{z-b}=0))’$ (8)
from (7) and (1).
We have then (2) from (8) clearly, for arbitrary $\gamma$ .





$\varphi_{\gamma+2}=a^{\gamma+2}e^{az}\backslash z-b+\frac{\gamma+2}{a})$ . (11)
Therefore, applying (9), (10) and (11), we obtain
$iS$ of (3) $=a^{\gamma+2}e^{az} \backslash z-b+(\frac{\gamma+\underline{?}}{a})-a^{\gamma+2}e^{az}(z-b+\frac{\gamma+1}{a})$
$- \frac{a^{2}}{a(z-b)+\gamma}\cdot a^{\gamma}e^{az}(z-b+\frac{\gamma}{a})$ (12)
$=a^{\gamma+2}e^{az} \frac{1}{a}-\frac{a^{\gamma+2}}{a(z-b)+\gamma}e^{az}(\frac{a(z-b)+\gamma}{a})=0$ , (13)
We have then (3) clearly, for arbitrary $\gamma$ .
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Theorem 2. Let
$\varphi=\varphi(z)=(\sin z)(z-b)$ $((z-b)\neq 0)$ . (I4)
We have then the following nonhomogeneous fractional $d_{l’}fferintegral$ equations;
(i) $\varphi_{\gamma+1}-\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{\gamma+1}{z-b}=(z-b+\frac{\gamma^{2}+\gamma}{z-b}(\cos z)_{\gamma}),)$
’ (15)
[Fractional $differenal$ equation for $\gamma>0$ ,
$|$ Fractionat inoegral equarion for $\gamma<-1$,







$=-(z-b)( \sin z)_{\gamma}-\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}(\cos z)_{\gamma}$ (16)
$(Fractionaldifferentialequationfor\gamma>0|\backslash Fractiomlintegralequationfor\gamma<-2,.\}^{j}$
applying N- fractional calculus.
Proof of (i). Operate N- fractional calculus operator $N^{\gamma}$ to the both sides of
(14), we have then
$\varphi_{\gamma}=(\sin z\cdot(z-b))_{\gamma}$ . (17)
$= \sum_{k\approx 0}^{\infty}\frac{\Gamma(\gamma+1)}{k!\Gamma(\gamma+1-k)}(\sin z)_{\gamma-k}(z-b)_{k}$ . (18)
$=(\sin z)_{\gamma}(z-b)+\gamma(\sin z)_{\gamma-1}(z-b)_{1}$ (19)
$=(\sin z)_{\gamma}(z-b)+\gamma(\sin z)_{\gamma-1}$ , ( 20)
by Lemma (iv).
Therefore, we have
$\varphi_{\gamma+1}=(\sin z)_{\gamma+1}(z-b)+(\gamma+1)(\sin z)_{\gamma}$ , (21)
md
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$\varphi_{\gamma+2}=(\sin z)_{\gamma+2}(z-b)+(\gamma+2)(\sin z)_{\gamma+1}$ (22)
from (20) respectively.
Then applying (20) and (21) we obtain
$IHS$ $of$ (15 ) $=(\sin z)_{\gamma+1}(z-b)+(\gamma+1)(\sin z)_{\gamma}$
$-( \sin z)_{\gamma}(\gamma+1)-(\sin z)_{\gamma-1}\cdot\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)}{z-b}$ (23)
$=(z-b+ \frac{\gamma^{2}+\gamma}{z-b})(\cos z)_{\gamma}$ , (24)
for arbitrary $\gamma$ .
Proof of $(ii)$ . Applying (20), (21) and (22), we obtain
LHS of (16) $=(\sin z)_{\gamma+2}(z-b)+(\gamma+2)(\sin z)_{\gamma+1}$
$- \frac{\gamma+2}{(z-b)}\{(\sin z)_{\gamma+1}(z-b)+(\gamma+1)(\sin z)_{\gamma}\}$
$+ \frac{(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}\{(\sin z)_{\gamma}(z-b)+\gamma(\sin z)_{\gamma-1}\}$ (25)
$=( \sin z)_{\gamma+2}(z-b)+(\sin z)_{\gamma-1}\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}$ (26)
$=-( \sin z)_{\gamma}(z-b)-(\cos z)_{\gamma}\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}$ (27)
for arbitrary $\gamma$ .
\S 2. N- Fractional Calculus Method to The Equations
obtained in Previous Section
Theorem 3. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$ , $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , then the
homogeneous fractional differintegral equations
$\varphi_{\gamma}-\varphi\cdot a^{\gamma}(1+^{\frac{\gamma}{a(z-b)})}=0,$ $(a(z-b)\neq 0)$ , (1)
have a particular solution
$\varphi=e^{az}(z-b)$ . (2)
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Proof. Since $\gamma\in R$ , setting $\gamma=1$ in (1), we have
$\varphi_{1}-\varphi\cdot(a+\frac{1}{z-b})=0$ . (3)
A pa-ticular solution to this variable separable form equation is given by (2)
omitting the arbitrary constant for integration, clearly. And the function given by
(2) satisfies equation (I), as we see in \S 1.
Theorem 4. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi ; 0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$ , $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , then the
homogeneous $fract\ddagger onal$ differintegral equations
$\varphi_{\gamma+2}-\varphi_{\gamma+1}a-\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{a^{2}}{a(z-b)+\gamma}=0$ , $(a(z-b)+\gamma\neq 0)$ , (4)
have a particular solution
$\varphi=e^{az}(z-b)$ , (2)
Proof. Since $\gamma\in R$ , setting $\gamma=0$ in (4), we have
$\varphi_{2}\cdot(z-b)-\varphi_{1}\cdot a(z-b)-\varphi\cdot a=0$ . (5)
Operate $N^{v}$ to the both sides of (5), we have then






$(\varphi\cdot a)_{v}=\varphi_{v}\cdot a$ . (10)
Therefore, we obtain
$\varphi_{2+v}\cdot(z-b)+\varphi_{1+v}\cdot(v+ab-az)-\varphi\cdot a(v+1)=0$ (11)
from (6), applying ( ), (9) and (10).
We have then
$\varphi_{1}\cdot(z-b)+\varphi\cdot(ab-1-az)=0$ (12)
ffom (11), choosing $v=-1$ .
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A particular solution to this variable separable form equation is given by (2)
omitting the arbitrary constant for integration, clearly. And the function (2) sati-
sfies equation (4), as we see in \S 1.
Theorem 5. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$, $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , then the
nonhomogeneous $fracr\ddagger onal$ differintegral equations
$\gamma+$1
$- \varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{\gamma+1}{z-b}=(z-b+\frac{\gamma^{2}+\gamma}{z-b})j^{(\cos z)_{\gamma}}$ $((z-b)\neq 0)$ , ( $I$ 3)
have a particular solution
$\varphi=(\sin z)(z-b)$ . (14)
Proof. Since $\gamma\in R$ , setting $\gamma=0$ in (13), we have
$\varphi_{1}-\varphi\cdot\frac{1}{z-b}=(\cos z)(z-b)$ . (15)
A particular solution to this linear first order equation is given by (14) without
the consIderation of arbitrary constant for integration.
Inversely, the function shown by (14) satisfies equation (13) clearly, as we
see in \S 1. (Refer to Theorem 2. $(i)$ . )
Theorem 6. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$, $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , then the
nonhomogeneous fractional differintegral equations
$\varphi_{\gamma+2}-\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot\frac{\gamma+2}{z-b}+\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot\frac{(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}$
$=-(z-b)( \sin z)_{\gamma}-\frac{\gamma(\gamma+1)(\gamma+2)}{(z-b)^{2}}(\cos z)_{\gamma}$ , $((z-b)\neq 0)$ (16)
have a particular solution
$\varphi=(\sin z)(z-b)$ . (14)
Proof. Since $\gamma\in R$ , setting $\gamma=0$ in (16), we have
$\varphi_{2}-\varphi_{1}\cdot\frac{2}{z-b}+\varphi\cdot\frac{2}{(z-b)^{2}}=-(\sin z)(z-b)$ (17)
hence
$\varphi_{2}\cdot(z-b)^{2}-\varphi_{1}\cdot 2(z-b)+\varphi\cdot 2=-(\sin z)(_{\sim}7-b)^{3}$ (18)
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Operate $N^{v}$ to the both sides of (I8), we have then
$(\varphi_{2}\cdot(z-b)^{2})_{v}-(\varphi_{1}\cdot 2(z-b))_{v}+(\varphi\cdot 2)_{v}=-((\sin z)\cdot(z-b)^{3})_{v}$ . (19)
Now we have
$( \varphi_{2}\cdot(z-b)^{2})_{v}=\sum_{k=0}^{2}\frac{\Gamma(v+1)}{k!\Gamma(v+1-k)}(\varphi_{2})_{v-k}((z-b)^{2})_{k}$ , (20)
$=\varphi_{\gamma+2}\cdot(z-b)^{2}+\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot 2v(z-b)+\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot v(v-1)$ , (21)
$(\varphi_{1}\cdot 2(z-b))_{v}=2(\varphi_{1}\cdot(z-b))_{v}$ (22)
$=2\{\varphi_{1+v}\cdot(z-b)+\varphi_{v}\cdot v\}$ . (23)
and
$(\varphi\cdot 2)_{v}=\varphi_{v}\cdot 2$ . (24)
Therefore, we obtain
$\varphi_{2+v}\cdot(z-b)^{2}+\varphi_{1+v}\cdot(z-b)(2v-2)+\varphi_{v}\cdot(v^{2}-3v+2)=-((\sin z)(z-b)^{3})_{v}$ (25)
from (19), applying (21), (23) and (24).
Choose $v$ such that
$v^{2}-3v+2=(v-2)(\backslash ’-1)=0$ , (26)
we have then
$v=1,2$ . (27)
(I) When $v=1$ , we obtain
$\varphi_{3}\cdot(z-b)^{2}=-((\sin z)(z-b)^{3})_{1}$ (28)
from (25), hence
$\varphi_{3}=-(\cos z)(z-b)-3\sin z$ . (29)
Therefore, we obtain
$\varphi=-((\cos z)(z-b))_{-3}-3(\sin z)_{-3}$ (30)
from (29)
Now we have
$(\sin z)_{-3}=\cos z$ (31)
and
$((\cos z)(z-b))_{-3}=-(z-b)\sin z-3\cos z$ . (32)
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Then we obtain
$\varphi=(\sin z)(z-b)$ , (14)
from (30), (31) and (32), without the consideration of arbitrary constant for
integrations.
Inversely, the function shown by (14) satisfies equation (16) clearly, as we
see in \S 1. (Refer to Theorem 2. $(ii)$ . )
(I I) When $v=2$ , we obtain
$\varphi_{4}\cdot(z-b)^{2}+\varphi_{3}\cdot 2(z-b)=-((\sin z)(z-b)^{3})_{2}$ (33)
from (25), hence
$\phi_{1}\cdot(z-b)^{2}+\phi\cdot 2(z-b)=-((\sin z)(z-b)^{3})_{2}$ (34)







$=-(\infty sz\cdot(z-b)+3\sin z)$ . (38)
Then we obtain
$\varphi=\phi_{-3}=-(\cos z\cdot(z-b))_{-3}-3(\sin z)_{-3}$ (39)
$=\sin z\cdot(z-b)$ , (14)
as a particular solution to equation (16), from (35) and (38), without the consi-
deration of arbitraly constants for integrations.
Inversely, the function shown by (14) satisfies equation (16) clearly, as we
see in \S 1. (Refer to Theorem 2. (ii). )
\S 3. Propositions
After the consideration on the theorems in \S 1. and \S 2. we obtain the propo-
sitions stated below clearly.
ProposItion 1. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq 1\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$ , $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , and the
fractional differintegral equations be
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$\varphi_{\gamma}+\varphi\cdot q(z)=f(z)$ (1)
$(\begin{array}{llll}Fractionaldiff erenalequation for 0<\gamma ’Fractionalintegralequa\dot{n}on for\gamma <0 \end{array})$ .
Then setting $\gamma=1$ , we obtain
(i) $\varphi_{1}+\varphi\cdot q(z)=f(z)$ (2)
(linear first order equation for $f(z)\neq 0$ )
and
$(ii)$ $\varphi_{1}+\varphi\cdot g(z)=0$ (3)
(variable separable form equation for $f(z)=0$ )
$fom(I)$.
The particular solutions to equations (2) and (3) are the particular ones to equa-
tion (1) respective $ty$,
Note 1. In this case we can’t set $\gamma=0$ in (1), though $\gamma$ is arbitrary, because
(1) is reduced to not a differtntegral equation for $\gamma=0$ .
Proposition 2. Let $\varphi\in F=\{\varphi;0\neq|\varphi_{\gamma}|<\infty, \gamma\in R\}$, $(\varphi=\varphi(z))$ , and the
nonhomogeneous fractional differintegral equations be
$\varphi_{\gamma+2}+\varphi_{\gamma+1}\cdot q(z)+\varphi_{\gamma}\cdot h(z)=f(z)$ (4)
( Fractional differential equation for $0<\gamma$ , $\backslash$
$1_{\backslash Fractionaldifferitegralequationfor-2<\gamma’<0}^{Fractionalintegralequationfor\gamma<-2})$
.
Set $\gamma=0$ , then we obtain
(i) $\varphi_{2}+\varphi_{1}\cdot q(z)+\varphi\cdot h(z)=f(z)$ , $($for $f(z)\neq 0)$ (5)
and
$(ii)$ $\varphi_{2}+\varphi_{1}\cdot q(z)+\varphi\cdot h(z)=0$ , $($for $f(z)=0)$ (6)
$fom$ (4 ).
The $pa\hslash icixlar$ sollATions to equations (5) and (6) are $rhe$ parricular ones to equa-
tions (4) respectively.
\S 4. Commentary
(I) The linear second order ordinary differential equations, whose solutions
are so called “ special functions ”, are called as “ special differential equations
(SDE) “.
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The SDE shown by (5) and (6) (non-homogeneous and homogeneous) in \S 3,
can be solved by our “ N-fractional calculus method (NFCM) “ which are described
in \S 2. (Usually, so called SDE is given by (5) or (6) in its form. )
That is,
(i) nonhomogeneous equatIon \S 3. (5) is reduced to linear first order one,
and
(ii) homogeneous equation \S 3. (6) is reduced to variable separable form
one,
respectively., by our NFCM.
Then we can obtain the particular solutions to the original fractional differ-
integral equations \S 3. (4), when the reduced ones are integrable. $([6]\sim$
[31] $)$
Hitherto, only the homogeneous SDE are solved by means of Frobenius.
However we can solve the nonhomogeneous SDE by our NFCM, as we see
in \S 2.
Note. $N=Fractional$ calculus of exponential and trigonometric functions
We have
(i) $(e^{az})_{\gamma}=a^{\gamma}e^{az}$ ,
$(iii)$ $( \cos az)_{\gamma}=a^{\gamma}\cos^{\oint_{:}}\backslash az+\frac{\pi}{2}\gamma)$
$(iI)$ $(e^{-az})_{\gamma}=e^{-i\pi\gamma}a^{\gamma}e^{-az}$ ,
$(iv)$ $( \sin az)_{\gamma}=a^{\gamma}\sin\{az+\frac{\pi}{2}\gamma)$ ,
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